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The Problem

• A Swahili verb can have hundreds of 
different inflectional forms


• A Malagasy noun will have dozens of 
different forms 
 
Challenge: How can we hope to learn all 
these forms, particularly in a low resource 
scenario? 



nilimuona paka
cat1SG+5CL_OBJ+see+PAST

I saw
I saw a

I see the

cat
a

the cat
cat

I saw the

I saw the cat

I see

Synthetic phrases
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Synthetic phrases I saw the cat???



kusoma	  (V)	  

“to	  read”

ninasoma	  

“I	  am	  reading”

anasoma	  

“he/she	  is	  reading”

tunasoma	  

“we	  are	  reading”

+1p	  
+sg

+3p	  
+sg

+1p	  
+pl

nilisoma	  

“I	  read”

alisoma	  

“he/she	  read”

tulisoma	  

“he/she	  read”

+pres

+past



ninasoma	  

“I	  am	  reading”

nilisoma	  

“I	  read”

nilivisoma	  

“I	  read	  them”

+object:cl7	  
e.g.,	  kitabu=“the	  book”

+pres

+past

ninakisoma	  

“I	  am	  reading	  it”

nilikisoma	  

“I	  read	  it”

ninavisoma	  

“I	  am	  reading	  them”

+object:cl8	  
e.g.,	  vitabu=“the	  books”

Observation: inflectional labels have structure.
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Decomposing the problem

inflectionstem target word

she had attempted to cross the road on her bike

(f : пытатьсь)пытаться_V )(� : ?(µ : +past+impf+fem+sg) =

пытаться_V

X

�?µ=f

h
p(� | ei)| {z }
gen. stem

⇥ p(µ | �, e, i)| {z }
gen. inflection

i
= p(f | e, i)

e

f

�

µ +past+impf+fem+sg

пыталась

Sunday, October 20, 13

The Morphological Process



kujaribu_V →  alijaribu

she had attempted to cross the road on her bike

PRP   VBD         VBN          TO    VB       DT     NN    IN  PRP$   NN

nsubj

aux

xcomp

C50   C473        C28          C8    C275   C37   C43  C82 C94   C331

root

-1 +1

walijaribu
ilijaribu

p(µ | �, e, i) = u(µ, e, i)P
µ02⌦�

u(µ0, e, i)

inflection stem

source context

Modeling Inflection



kujaribu_V →  alijaribu

she had attempted to cross the road on her bike

PRP   VBD         VBN          TO    VB       DT     NN    IN  PRP$   NN

nsubj

aux

xcomp

C50   C473        C28          C8    C275   C37   C43  C82 C94   C331

root

-1 +1

walijaribu
ilijaribu }ranked list

Modeling Inflection



p(µ | �, e, i) = u(µ, e, i)P
µ02⌦�

u(µ0, e, i)

u(µ, e, i) = exp

h
'(e, i)>W (µ) + (µ)>V (µ)

i

inflection stem

source context i

 (µ) :

'(e, i) : (features) source context

(features) target morphology

W : (parameters) map input to output

Modeling Inflection



Source context features

она пыталась пересечь пути на ее велосипед

she had attempted to cross the road on her bike

PRP   VBD         VBN          TO    VB       DT     NN    IN  PRP$   NN

nsubj

aux

xcomp

C50   C473        C28          C8    C275   C37   C43  C82 C94   C331

root

-1 +1

'(e, i)



Output Morphology Features

Prefix[-1][li]:1	
Prefix[-2][ni]:1ni+li+STEM

for each word in context a lemma and a fixed-length
morphological tag. We process the target side of the
parallel data with this tool to obtain the information
necessary to extract lemma-morphological category
pairs � and morphological feature vectors  (µ).

Supervised morphology features:  (µ). Since
a positional tag set is used, it is straightforward to
convert each fixed-length tag µ into a feature vector
by defining a binary feature for each key-value pair
(e.g., Tense=past) composing the tag.

3.2 Unsupervised Morphology

High-quality supervised morphological analyzers
that map between inflected (surface) word forms
and abstract grammatical feature representations
(e.g., PAST+SING+FEM) are not available for ev-
ery language into which we might seek to translate.
However, perfect decomposition into rich linguistic
structures may not be required for accurate genera-
tion of new inflected forms. We explore this hypoth-
esis by experimenting with a simple, unsupervised
model of morphology that segments words into se-
quences of morphemes, assuming a concatenative
generation process and a single analysis per type.

Unsupervised morphological segmentation. We
assume that each word can be decomposed into any
number of prefixes, a stem, and any number of
suffixes. Formally, we let M represent the set of
all possible morphemes and define a regular gram-
mar M⇤MM⇤ (i.e., zero or more prefixes, a stem,
and zero or more suffixes). We learn weights for
this grammar according to the following generative
story:

1. Sample morpheme distributions from symmet-
ric Dirichlet distributions: ✓p ⇠ Dir|M |(↵p)

for prefixes, ✓t ⇠ Dir|M |(↵t) for stems, and
✓s ⇠ Dir|M |(↵s) for suffixes.

2. Sample length distribution parameters
�p ⇠ Beta(�p, �p) for prefix sequences
and �s ⇠ Beta(�s, �s) for suffix sequences.

3. Sample a vocabulary by creating words w with
the following steps:

(a) Sample affix sequences lengths:
lp ⇠ Geometric(�p),
ls ⇠ Geometric(�s).

(b) Sample lp prefixes p1 · · · plp from ✓p,
ls suffixes s1 · · · sls from ✓s,
and a stem t ⇠ ✓t.

(c) Concatenate prefixes, the stem, and suf-
fixes: w = p1+· · ·+plp+t+s1+· · ·+sls .

The model is trained directly over the types of a
monolingual corpus. We use blocked Gibbs sam-
pling to infer the parameters and obtain segmenta-
tions for all the words. This particular choice of pri-
ors makes it possible to approximately decompose
the posterior over the arcs of a compact finite-state
machine. Sampling a segmentation or obtaining the
most likely segmentation a posteriori then reduces
to common FST operations. This model is reminis-
cent of work on learning morphology using adaptor
grammars (Johnson et al., 2006; Johnson, 2008).

The inferred morphological grammar is very sen-
sitive to the Dirichlet hyperparameters (↵p,↵s,↵t)
and these are, in turn, sensitive to the number of
types in the vocabulary. We observe that ↵p,↵s ⌧
↵t ⌧ 1 is necessary to recover useful segmenta-
tions but unfortunately, we were not able to find re-
liable generic priors for these values. Therefore, we
selected them empirically to obtain a stem vocabu-
lary size on the parallel data that is one-to-one with
English.5 Future work will involve a more direct
method for specifying or inferring these values.

Unsupervised morphology features:  (µ). For
the unsupervised analyzer, we do not have a map-
ping from morphemes to structured morphological
attributes; however, we can create features from the
affix sequences obtained after morphological seg-
mentation. We produce binary features correspond-
ing to the content of each potential affixation posi-
tion relative to the stem:

prefix      suffix

...-3 -2 -1 STEM +1 +2 +3...

For example, the unsupervised analysis
wa+ki+wa+STEM of the Swahili word wakiwapiga

will produce the following features:
Prefix[-3][wa] Prefix[-2][ki] Prefix[-1][wa]

5Our default starting point was to use ↵p = ↵s =
10�6,↵t = 10�4 and then to adjust all parameters by factors
of 10.

 (µ)

Prefix[-1][me]:1	
Prefix[-2][ni]:1

ni+me+STEM



Learning the Model Parameters

• Obtain the set of all inflections for each 
lemma from monolingual data


• Extract training instances from word 
aligned bilingual data


• Train model parameters W



...	
book книгу	

...
bilingual 
corpus

surface translation model

inflection model

...	
book acc+sg	

...

analyze
N

stem

...	
book книг_N	

...

stem translation model



inflection model

surface translation modelstem translation model

“With his book”
IN PRP NN
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Translation results

en → Russian en → Swahili en → Hebrew

Baseline 
(Status: 2012) 14.7±0.1 18.3±0.1 15.8±0.3

+ morphology 16.7±0.1 19.0±0.1 17.6±0.1



questions  ?
question(� : ) ? (µ :+PL) =

Sunday, October 20, 13



What is learned?

Prefix li              (gloss: PAST) 
source=VBD	  source=VBN	  

Prefix nita         (gloss: 1P-SING + FUTURE) 
child(aux)	  child(nsubj)=I	  

Prefix ana         (gloss: 3P-SING + PRESENT) 
source=VBZ	  

Prefix wa          (gloss: 3P-PLURAL) 
before=they	  child(nsubj)=NNS	  

Suffix tu            (gloss: 1P-PLURAL) 
child(nsubj)=she	  before=she	  

Prefix ha           (gloss: NEG) 
source=no	  after=not
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